Current standards reserve one bit in the ATM cell header to indicate loss priority. When congestion occurs ai a queue lower priority cells can be discarded in order to insure a smaller cell loss rate for higher priority cells. Strategies for determining which cells to discard are termed space priority buffer management schemes. In ihis paper two adjustable space priority schemes are studied, where a cell upon arriving to a full buffer can pushout a cell of opposite priority depending upon an adjustable pmmeter. A queueing analysis of an ATM switching node is conducted to compare the adjustable pushout schemes with other common space priority mechanisms.
Introduction
It is well known that for a limited buffer system supporting different classes of traffic, such as an ATM queue at a switch or multiplexor, efficient buffer management schemes are necessary to minimize loss rates. One mechanism for buffer management is the introduction of space priorities among the incoming traffic. Space priority implies that higher priority cells are favored in receiving space in the buffer at a queue. Standards bodies have agreed upon reserving one bit in the ATM cell header to indicate space priority [l]. When congestion occurs at a BISDN queue lower priority cells can be discarded in order to insure a smaller cell loss rate for higher priority cells. Strategies for determining which cells to discard when congestion occurs are termed space priority buffer management schemes or priority cell discarding schemes in the literature. Under the proposed ATM standards, space priority may be implemented in the network at one of two levels, either the connection level or the cell level.
In the case of connection level implementation all cells within a specific connection are given the same space priority which is determined by the type of traffic in the connection. For example, voice can tolerate some loss (e.g. with acceptable reproduction still being possible and hence could be marked as low and
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priority. On the other hand, some types of data traffic may require very low loss rates (e.g. lo-') and should be given high priority. The space priority would be determined by the connection acceptance algorithm at the time of call set-up, depending on the grade of service required by the connection. In contrast, for cell level implementation the priority can be different for each cell in an individual connection. The priority can be determined in a n u m ber of ways with the priority of the cells being marked either by the traffic source itself or by a bandwidth enforcement device. One approach is to have the traffic source, such as a variable rate subband video encoder, mark the cells on the basis of the information contained in the cell as either essential cells (high priority) or nonessential cells (low priority). An alternate method to cell marking is to have a bandwidth enforcement device such as a virtual leaky bucket determine the priority on the basis of specified traffic parameters. For example, the user negotiates a specified mean rate, peak rate and burst length with the network and as long as the user stays within the negotiated parameters the virtual leaky bucket tags cells as high priority. However, when the user exceeds the negotiated parameters, the violating cells are marked as low priority and possibly suffer a higher cell loss rate.
Regardless of the implementation of the space priority, the problem at an ATM buffer is the same, namely, how to manage the buffer space to satisfy the loss requirements while maximizing the potential throughput. Here we perform an analysis to compare the two novel adjustable pushout schemes we proposed in [lo] with the partial buffer sharing scheme and the no-priority case. The performance of these space priority schemes is analyzed for an output buffered nonblocking ATM switch assuming symmetric loading. The performance characteristics of the schemes are studied for a wide range of traffic parameters, and the advantages of the two pushout schemes is demon-strated. The results are obtained using an analytical model which is validated via simulation.
Space Priority Mechanisms
A considerable amount of work exists on the topic of buffer management for packet switched networks [2-121 and more recently on space priority schemes in particular [2-121. Recent work has focused on analyzing the management of multiple classes of traffic at a single queue and various space priority mechanisms have been proposed. Some of the schemes proposed include separate buffers for each class [7, 8] , partial buffer sharing (also called nested threshold) [2-91 and pushout schemes [5-111. In the separate buffer case each class of traffic is assigned a dedicated buffer and cells are discarded only when the buffer for that class is full. Hence, no special buffer management is required but a queue scheduling or polling mechanism is needed to service the separate buffers. However, incomparison to other schemes, a larger total buffer space is needed to meet a specified set of cell loss requirements since no buffer sharing takes place.
In the partial buffer sharing scheme a common buffer is provided for all classes and the sharing of the buffer is controlled by a set of discarding thresholds. Specifically, let Ti denote the discard threshold for the class i traffic and assume that class i has priority over class i + 1. Buffer access for class i cells is granted if less than Ti buffer spaces are occupied. The class with the highest priority is given access to the entire buffer (i.e. TI = SS where SS is the total buffer space). Various cell loss requirements for different loading scenarios can be satisfied by adjustment of the threshold values. Note that this approach is prone to buffer wastage since lower priority cells can be discarded even though the entire buffer space is not occupied. This has motivated the development of pushout schemes where buffer access is always granted as long as the entire buffer space in not full. When the buffer is full, an arriving cell can overwrite any lower priority cell in the buffer; if no lower priority cell is present, then the cell is discarded.
The performance of the three schemes has been analyzed in a series of studies [2-121 for various ATM traffic source models (e.g. Bernoulli, Poisson, etc ...) and no single scheme has been proven to be uniformly best. However, we feel that a drawback of the available algorithms is that the proposed pushout schemes do not allow for any adjustment (i.e. tuning) of the cell loss rates among the various classes. Specifically, in the previous studies with two classes of traffic (the primary case of interest) class 1 cells (high priority) always overwrite class 2 cells (low priority). Hence, class 1 traffic may be provided a grade of service exceeding what is required for the given traffic pattern and cell loss requirements. The two novel pushout schemes we proposed in [lo] provide for adjustment of cell loss rates among the traffic classes.
The two new schemes are termed the threshold pushout and P,, pushout strategies and are defined in the following for the case of two classes of traffic. For both strategies all cells are admitted until the common buffer space is full. In the threshold pushout scheme the space priority is determined according to a set of overwrite thresholds [TI, Tz] where we require that the sum of the thresholds equal the total buffer space (i.e TI + T2 = SS). A class 1 cell arriving to a full buffer can overwrite a class 2 cell if the n u m ber of class 2 cells in the buffer exceeds the threshold T2 , otherwise the arriving cell is discarded. Similarly, a class 2 cell arriving to a full buffer can pushout a class 1 cell if the number of class 1 cells exceeds the threshold TI, otherwise the arriving cell is discarded.
Note that TI = SS -TZ and by adjustment of T 2 one can vary the cell loss rate provided to the two classes. The Po, pushout scheme is conceptually similar except that the space priority is determined by an overwrite probability Po,. Specifically, a class 1 cell arriving to a full buffer will overwrite a class 2 cell with probability Po,. Conversely, a class 2 cell is granted access to a full buffer via pushing out a class 1 cell with probability 1 -Po,. Clearly, varying Po, provides a mechanism for adjusting the cell loss rates of the two classes.
Performance Evaluation
Consider the N x N nonblocking output buffered ATM switch illustrated in Figure 1 . We analyze the switch under synchronous operation and assume that time is divided into slots of constant length equivalent to one cell transmission time. It is assumed that in any time slot the probability that a cell will arrive at a given input is "p" Successive cell arrivals to an input port and the arrivals at the different ports are assumed to be independent. Hence the arrival process is Bernoulli. We assume that an arbitrary cell at an input port is destined for any of the N output ports with equal probability I. Thus, ft is the probability a cell appears at an arbitrary output port in a slot, and the arrival process at output port j (1 5 j 5 N) can be characterized as N.
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The offered load at a link is p = p. Also, each output port has a finite buffer capable of holding SS cells.
Note that the arrival stream at each input port will have been typed into two space priority classes. Let h = Prob{ an arriving cell is of class '1') and (1 -h) = Prob{ an arriving cell is of class'fl'}. Also, let p(l, m) = Prob{ exactly I class '1' cells and m class '2' cells arrive at the output j during a slot ), which is given -1 and j -(m -1) respectively. The probability associated with this arrival pattern is PB = p { i -I , j -m + 1) and is given by (2) . Now consider the case where the transition is to a state ( i , j ) at the highest level SS (i.e., the the buffer becomes full: i + j = SS). The determination of the number of cells required for a transition is the same as in the case presented above, except that in the computation of PA and PB one must account for the fact that the desired state is reached even if the number of cell arrivals exceeds the exact requirement. This is because all the arrivals after the buffer fills are discarded. Hence PA and PB are a weighted sum of multiple arrival probabilities. A weight is associated with the arrival probabilities to ensure that when the total number of arrivals during a slot exceeds the available space in the buffer, both class '1' and class '2' cells are given equal access to the buffer space. Hence, needs modification when analyzing pushod alge rithms. This is because the pushout mechanism is invoked only when an arriving cell finds the buffer full. On the other hand, for the case of the partial buffer sharing scheme all submatrices with final transition indices greater than the threshold for lower priority cells will be affected. Specifically, if the threshold is set at [TI, Tz], all matrices My+! , . { My,r : y 2 T2 and c 2 y }, will be affected. Details of the state transition submatrices for the pushout and partial buffer sharing schemes are given in [13] . In order to validate the analytical queueing model, a corresponding simulation model was developed and the results compared. The simulation model was developed in SLAM and the standard method of replications with deletion of the initial transient was used to statistically analyze the output data. The simulation was run until 90% confidence intervals with 1% relative precision were obtained on all performance measures. An extensive set of experiments comparing the throughput, delay, cell loss rates, and queue lengths of the two models is given in [10, 13] with representative results reported here.
The system of Figure 1 was studied for various sets of parameters (N, SS, etc..) and the simulation results compared with the corresponding analytical models.
Illustrative results are shown in Figures 3-6 for an experiment where N = 2 , S S = 7 and the traffic mix was 50% class one and 50% class two (i.e., h=.5).
In the experiment the total load was varied over the range 0 5 p _< 1 in order to construct performance curves. Typical results for the average number in the system and average number of class 1 and class 2 cells in the system versus p are shown in Figures 3-6 . In the figures the simulation values are denoted by symbols (e.g., *) whereas the continuous curves represent the analytical results. Note the good agreement between the analytical and simulation results. Figure 3 shows the behavior of the average n u m ber in the system for the no priority case. Since the traffic mixture is (50%,50%) the average number of class 1 and class 2 cells are equivalent and are half the total number in the system. Figure 4 illustrates typlical behavior of the partial buffer sharing scheme for thresholds [TI = 7,Tz = 31. Observe the total average number in the system is less than in the no priority case, indicating a lower utilization of the buffer. In general, as the threshold for class 2 is increased allowing more buffer space to be shared, the number of class Also, in Figure 6 the behavior of the Po,,, pushout scheme with Pow = .7 is illustrated. Additional results are given in [13] , where the effects of varying the threshold and overwrite probabilities in the pushout policies were investigated. It was shown that for the pushout schemes the total number in the system is independent of the threshold/overwrite probability value, but that the percentage mixture of class 1 and class 2 cells is determined by the threshold/overwrite probability setting.
Having validated the analytical models a study was conducted to determine which scheme provided the best performance. Let Ai denote the maximum acceptable cell loss rate for class i traffic. Given a set of cell loss requirements (AI, A,) and the traffic mixture (i.e. (% class 1, % class 2)), the total load was varied until the maximum offered load (MOL) that could be supported while still satisfying the loss requirements was determined. Tables 1-3 show typical results of this study for a given set of cell loss requirements with various values of N and SS. Note that several traffic mixtures were considered for each set of loss requirements. In the results listed for the partial buffer sharing and pushout schemes only the best case is given (i.e. the threshold values and overwrite probabilities were varied until the largest MOL was found). From the tables one can clearly see that the two pushout schemes proposed here provide a significant improvement in potential throughput over the partial buffer sharing scheme. The exact amount of throughput improvement depends on N, SS and the traffic mix. Note that the results of Table 1 -3 contradicts the prevailing literature where only a slight improvement is to be expected from a pushout scheme [12-141. This is primarily due to the fact that the optimum pushout scheme for the cases studied was rarely the case of having class 1 traffic always overwrite class 2 traffic.
A board level hardware implementation of the threshold pushout scheme for a 8 x 8 shared medium ATM switch with a buffer of size 256 cells has been developed and is described in [14] . The implementation is done entirely in hardware and the FIFO ordering of packets at the output of the buffer is preserved by using linked lists as pointers for reading out packets. The hardware design was shown to easily run at speeds up to 82.6 Mbps using ofl the shelf components with a 12.5 MHz clock. The hardware design is amenable to ASIC implementation. Also, when compared to a board level hardware implementation of the partial buffering scheme the threshold pushout implementation provided an improvement in throughput comparable to the values reported in Tables 1-3 (w 15%) . However, the hardware for the threshold pushoui scheme is more complex than that required for partial buffer sharing, and was estimated to cost roughly four times as much. Thus, it may be preferrable from a cost/implementation standpoint to adopt the partial buffer sharing scheme. For example, consider the case of N = 8 , S S = 21 and traffic mix of (60%,40%) shown in Table 3 , where the threshold pushout scheme supports (A, = 10-*,A2 = lov6) upto a MOL of .804. The partial buffer scheme can also be made to support (AI = lo-', A2 = at a MOL up to .804 by increasing the buffer size S S to 26 ( a 24% increase) and using thresholds [TI = 26,T2 = 221. Note that from a cost/implementation viewpoint, increasing the buffer size may be perferrable. However, increasing the buffer size will result in an increase in the maximum possible delay and delay jitter. Thus it can be argued that using a smaller buffer and the adjustable threshold pushout scheme is advantageous despite additional cost. This is especially true if the buffers are sized based on delay requirements.
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Conclusions
In this paper, we have analyzed two adjustable pushout space priority schemes for ATM networks namely: threshold pushout and Po, pushout. The distinct advantage of the new schemes is their ability to adjust the cell loss rates between the traffic classes. The superior performance of the pushout schemes when compared with partial buffer sharing was demonstrated. In particular, it was shown that for a given buffer size and traffic mixture, the pushout schemes could support a significantly higher maximum load subject to a specified set of cell loss requirements. 
